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 A Flight of Pigeons, the second novel in Frank Varney's Flight Series, finds our heroes in the midst of a new set of adventures.
They have just escaped the savage country of Papua New Guinea and come to the safety of the Australian jungle. Within hours,

however, all is not as it seems. An evil sorceress has cast a spell, and it's up to them to undo her mischief before the city of
Melbourne is overrun by fire and blood. This book is in English, and was published in 1998. The Company of Liars by

Christopher Brookmyre Release Date: April 2009 Publisher: Ace Books, Inc. "The Company of Liars" is the first book in the
exciting new Philip Marlowe series, by Christopher Brookmyre, and it's set in 1930s England. A brilliant con artist and private

investigator is hired to follow an embezzler. But, of course, things aren't as they seem. A Plague of Angels by Tom Haunt
Release Date: July 2009 Publisher: Simon & Schuster, Inc. "A Plague of Angels" is a historical fiction novel that takes place in
15th Century Italy. A young girl is torn between two suitors, a noble and a common man. As she makes her choice, she has to
contend with a plot of a different kind -- the plague that sweeps across Europe. A Small Price to Pay by Allen Steele Release
Date: September 2009 Publisher: Random House, Inc. "A Small Price to Pay" is the second book in Allen Steele's critically

acclaimed The Hardskulls series, and it's set in the American Civil War. A Confederate prison doctor must find a way to keep
the men he's been given -- and keep them alive -- during a brutal POW war. The Glass Inferno by David Haddock Release Date:
November 2009 Publisher: Atlas, Inc. "The Glass Inferno" is the first book in the Evander McKee series, and it's set in a future
in which humans have abandoned Earth and fled to space colonies. A new plague threatens to bring down the colony -- unless a

crime lord and a young priestess find a way to work together. The Machine Maid by Jack Slayback Release Date: February 2010
"The Machine Maid" is the first book in Jack Slayback's Interstellar Investigator series, and it 520fdb1ae7
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